Beginning in the late 1860s, Germany witnessed a growing interest in the issues of female criminality and women’s penal institutions. Between 1871 and 1914, the number of publications devoted to this subject substantially increased. The standard works of criminology, then gradually establishing itself as a science, usually devoted separate chapters to female criminality, even though these did not occupy a central position. By the turn of the century, however, an increasing number of publications focused exclusively on female criminality and the treatment of women in penal institutions. This increasing interest cannot be explained by a rise in female criminality. On the contrary, contemporary crime statistics showed that “the crime rates of women are consistently much lower than those of men.” In absolute numbers, occasional slight increases in female crime rates could be discerned, but by comparison to the development of male crime rates, these were negligible. In the standard German work on criminology, published in 1903, the criminologist Gustav Aschaffenburg therefore assessed the development of female criminality in optimistic terms: “Happily, the number of women sentenced has only slightly increased. In comparison to men, it has even decreased by 20 percent since 1882.” Quantitatively speaking, only male crime seemed to pose a threat to public order. Nevertheless, the subject of female criminality drew a great deal of attention. This chapter will begin by outlining why the treatment of women in penal institutions became the subject of public interest in Imperial Germany and why the female gender played an increasingly important role in the general discussions of the penal system. We will then examine the debates on female criminality and the treatment of women in prison and,
finally, conclude by discussing the actual reforms that were implemented regarding women’s treatment in penal institutions in response to the calls for reform.

The starting point for the debate about female criminality was the assumption that the increase in female employment would inevitably cause a rise in the number of women committing crimes. This assumption was logically deduced from the generally accepted explanation for the low female crime rate, which argued that because women did not participate in economic and public life to the same extent as did men—instead focusing their lives on their families and close social relations—they had fewer opportunities to commit crimes. Though the proportion of offenders who were female was not yet seen as a threat, contemporaries predicted that female criminality would reach parity with that of males in the future. Thus, in 1903, the prison cleric Reinhold Stade wrote: “Regardless of the outcome of the woman question, it cannot be ruled out that in our turbulent times this change will happen faster than rational minds think possible. One thing is certain: the currently positive figures regarding female criminality will inevitably worsen.” There was no discernible reason, Stade continued, “why the woman of the future, independent and in every way equal in the eyes of the public in the realms of business and in trade, would not also become men’s equal in the realm of crime.”

Almost all publications on the topic linked the phenomenon of female criminality to the changing social position of women. This is why direct references were frequently made to the demands of the bourgeois women’s movement. In light of the linkage that was being created between female employment and female criminality, the women’s movement found it necessary to take a position on the matter. Its publications—including *Die Frau* and the *Centralblatt des Deutschen Frauenbundes*—regularly included articles on crime statistics that attempted to disprove the thesis that women’s emancipation and female criminality were correlated. Their authors did not need to carry out their own statistical research, but could rely on the official crime statistics that the Reich government was publishing since 1882 as well as analyses of these statistics that appeared in academic journals. The majority of the articles published in the journals of the women’s movement were dedicated to this question: “Have the last decades, with their unleashing of female powers in the public sphere, had a damaging moral effect on women in Germany?” Such an association was vigorously disputed by reference to statistical studies, which for the time period from 1882 to 1899 clearly showed that rates of female criminality had actually declined. Anna Waldeck, for instance, was able to cite an article by Chief District Court Judge (Landgerichtspräsident) Lindenberg in the *Deutsche Juristenzeitung*, which answered the question “Does women’s employment influence women’s criminality?” with a resounding no. She particularly emphasized Lindenberg’s statement “that despite women’s increased employment in the public sector, even the proportion of women sentenced for crimes committed in office has declined.”

As these examples demonstrate, the discussion of female criminality was about
much more than the problematization of a marginal group: the subject of female criminality provided an opportunity to discuss the role of women in general and to reflect on the social change that was taking place. The debates about female criminality must therefore, first of all, be understood as reflections on the impact of modernization processes on gender relations. All of the contributions to the debate made a connection between the phenomenon of female criminality and the key words *public sphere, employment,* and *emancipation.*

The symbolic functions of discourses on criminality have been the subjects of numerous studies. In the words of historian Daniel Pick, “[c]rime, hysteria, superstition, parasitism, insanity, atavism, prostitution, crowds, peasantry, and brigands became the circulating figures of disorder.”8 The sociologist Carmen Gransee has argued that every narrative regarding behavior defined as deviant or criminal contains a surplus of normativity that reaches beyond the validation of legal norms and encompasses the demonstration of hegemonic values and the symbolic reproduction of lifestyles. Therefore every narrative about deviance contains not only information on what is prohibited but also on what is permitted and how one ought to behave.9 In her study of the late-nineteenth-century French discourse on crime, the historian Anne-Louise Shapiro employed this interpretation and also incorporated the category of gender. Drawing on newspaper reports of court proceedings, Shapiro analyzed the symbolic functions of the discussions of female criminals, which met with increasing public interest in France during this time. According to Shapiro, the position of women in society was negotiated through the use of stereotypes like the “husband killer” or the “murderess from passion.” This discourse, she argues, indicates that hegemonic norms and values were up for negotiation. Depictions of criminal women gave contemporaries a chance to communicate their conceptions of good and bad women, natural and unnatural mothers, and of the ill and the criminal, thus enabling them to comment on the rules for social relations and the spectrum of proper behavior for the female gender.10

Perceptions of female criminality during the Kaiserreich, too, indicate that contemporaries noticed a challenge to the hegemonic social functions assigned to women that threatened the entire gender order. As women entered the public sphere and as their presence there was perceived, society felt called upon to define the range of acceptable behavior for women to assign them their proper place in the bourgeois social order. In the debates on the penal system, these subjects were encapsulated in the question of how to deal with female criminality.

The main actors in this debate were prison officials. This chapter will trace why the previously neglected subject of female criminals and prisoners attracted their attention, which reform demands they made, and what influence they had in shaping and bringing innovation to the treatment of women in penal institutions in Imperial Germany. Since a comprehensive analysis of the debate is beyond the
scope of this chapter, I will focus on the most influential publications in order to reconstruct the central line of argumentation.

**Penal Reform, Criminology, and the Prison as a Site of Scientific Discovery**

There can be no doubt that prison officials who contributed to the boom in publications on the issue of female criminality and female prisoners were, at least in part, motivated by the desire to make a name for themselves and to professionalize their discipline. To lend the subject importance, they argued not only that the “entry of women into public life” would lead to an increase in the female crime rate. They claimed that female criminality represented a threat to society. For this reason, debates on women and the penal system also reflected the idealization of motherhood within the bourgeois family ideal. Thus the prison doctor Abraham Baer noted: “With a family upbringing by a mother who has been released from prison teaching morality, piety, and a commitment to order and work, an upbringing in no way improved by a father with the same mindset, it is no wonder that waywardness and crime will befall the next generation.” Prison officials also drew on notions of population policy to direct greater attention to the issue of women’s treatment in the penal system. As the director of the Delitzsch prison, Hermann von Valentini, explained: “It must not be overlooked that here, in the prison for women, the number of future criminals is growing far more than in prisons for men. With male convicts, we are dealing with the men themselves, and with the present. With women prisoners, we are dealing with the next generation and the future.” This argument thus assigned greater importance to combating criminality among women than among men. Even if female criminality did not seem problematic in terms of overall numbers, criminal women were viewed as multipliers of crime, exponentially increasing the danger female criminality posed. Prison officials’ belief that they would be able to make a name for themselves through the discussion of the proper treatment of women in prison turned out to be thoroughly justified. For the issue could be connected to several debates and contemporary political issues: first, to the discussions regarding the creation of a unified prison system for the entire German Reich; second, to the penal reform movement that sought to change the penal code; and third, closely related, to the establishment of criminology as a scientific discipline.

A central part of the founding of the Kaiserreich in 1871 was the ambition to establish a uniform legal system throughout the German Reich, which manifested itself in the passage of a Reich Penal Code (Reichsstrafgesetzbuch, 1871), a Reich Law on the Organization of the Courts (Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz, 1877), and a Reich Code of Criminal Procedure (Strafprozessordnung, 1877), but which also
included the goal of establishing a unified prison system through a Reich Law on Penitentiary Institutions (Reichsstrafvollzugsgesetz). After the proposal for a Reichsstrafvollzugsgesetz failed in the Bundesrat, which represented the different German states, in 1879, efforts turned to using the administrative path to achieve a unified regulation of the prisons, which were administered by the states. On 28 October 1897, the governments of the individual states agreed on “fundamental principles which shall be applied in the administration of legally imposed prison sentences until the passage of further general regulations.” Despite the existence of these “fundamental principles,” the call for a national law regulating prisons throughout Germany continued. Therefore the organization of penal institutions remained a controversial issue throughout this period, which was continually discussed in professional circles and sometimes even affected political life in parliament and the general public through the daily press.

The second impulse driving the debate on the treatment of women in the penal system arose from the penal reform movement that took shape in the course of the 1880s and was associated with the criminal law professor Franz von Liszt. Its reform agenda derived from the observation that the existing criminal justice system was ineffective, as demonstrated by the high crime rate and, especially, the high rate of recidivism. According to Liszt, the primary purpose of punishment was “to protect society from crime.” Criminal sanctions should vary according to the personality of the perpetrator, with the severity and type of punishment determined by the degree to which the individual perpetrator posed a future danger for society. Liszt and his followers sought to determine the motivation for criminal behavior, thereby establishing a new position in the evaluation of crime. Whereas the so-called classical school of criminal law emphasized the free will of the perpetrator, representatives of the modern school made individual predisposition as well as social factors responsible for an individual’s criminal behavior. Liszt distinguished between three groups of offenders, for which he postulated different effects of punishment: “criminals of the moment” (Augenblicksverbrecher), who would be prevented from further violations of the law through “deterrence”; “constitutional criminals [Zustandsverbrecher] capable of and requiring rehabilitation,” who could be rehabilitated through appropriate measures; and, finally, “incorrigible constitutional criminals,” who should be rendered “harmless” (unschädlich) through lifelong or indefinite detention. To classify convicts into one of these groups, Liszt argued, authorities required exact knowledge of the perpetrators’ motives, social origins, education, character, and so on. In the process of thus classifying offenders the findings of both anthropological and sociological studies were to be applied. Under this approach, an effective penal policy necessarily required criminological knowledge. While Liszt was not personally engaged in research on criminal behavior, he could rely on numerous contemporary studies.
There is a consensus among scholars that criminology established itself as an independent academic field in the last third of the nineteenth century. Numerous studies trace the rise of this academic discipline in multiple European countries.15 Two aspects of this development are crucial to understanding the arguments advanced here. First, gender-specific assumptions played an essential role in perceptions, definitions, and explanations of criminal behavior. The explanations of lower female crime rates and the characterizations of “specifically female crimes” offered by the representatives of the anthropological, psychological, and sociological varieties of criminology all rested on constructions of a specific femininity.16 In describing criminality and its causes, criminologists established male criminality as the universal norm from which “special” or “specific” female criminality deviated. In other words, the gender factor became visible in constructions of criminality only when experts reflected on female criminality. Second, it is important to note that criminologists viewed their field as an empirical science. In Germany the criminological debates were dominated by psychiatrists, especially those who regularly testified in court, and prison doctors, all of whom based their criminological research on empirical, clinical studies of prison inmates. Thus the inmates of prisons and psychiatric wards became important objects of scientific interest. This close relationship between penal institutions and the accumulation of knowledge about criminality was noted by Michel Foucault, when he identified the prison as a “place of observation”: “The prison, the place where the penalty is carried out, is also the place of observation of punished individuals. This takes two forms: surveillance, of course, but also knowledge of each inmate, of his behaviors, his deeper states of mind, his gradual improvement; the prisons must be conceived as places for the formation of clinical knowledge about the convicts.”17 The penal institutions must therefore be viewed as a kind of laboratory for the contemporary discourse on criminality. Their inmates provided the empirical material for contemporary constructions of criminality.18

But penal institution not only increased in relevance because they were places of scientific discovery. They also gained additional importance through Liszt’s call to rehabilitate those offenders who could be rehabilitated. If prisons were to do more than merely incapacitate and deter criminals, the organization of prisons as places of rehabilitation would become one of the most important instruments for combatting crime.19

All of these factors provided the basis and background for the reformist discussions among prison officials working in women’s prisons, who could finally hope that their area of expertise, ignored for years, would at last gain public recognition. Prison officials repeatedly pointed to the close connection between knowledge about criminality and their work in penal institutions, explicitly deriving their authority to contribute to penal and prison reform from their many years of
experience in the penal system. As Josef Lenhard, director of the Bruchsal prison, put it: “Interaction with the incarcerated women and girls offers many opportunities to study women's psychological peculiarities, the laws of their fundamental difference from men, and the roots of criminality.”

Prison officials sought to implement their conceptions on several levels. First, they attempted to classify the female inmates. In the process, they often relied on psychological theories even when they lacked any prior knowledge of medicine or psychology. Thus the prison cleric Reinhold Stade, who had no training in psychology, gave his 1903 book *Types of Women from Prison Life* the subtitle *Contributions to a Psychology of the Female Criminal*. Though not everyone developed their own categories, as Stade did, they still viewed themselves as experts who were qualified to confirm or refute the opinions of established criminal psychologists. In doing so, they did not wish to enter into competition with the experts, but to assist in laying the groundwork for more comprehensive research on female criminality in the future.

At a second level, prison officials took positions regarding those aspects of the penal reform agenda that concerned the treatment of women in court, arguing that female offenders’ “true” motives usually did not come to light in court, but could only be determined by observing the female criminal in prison. Thus Prison Director Lenhard, for instance, noted that his conversations with female prisoners and his examination of their correspondence had taught him that extenuating circumstances were often not considered in the trials because the women were too ashamed to speak of personal matters before an exclusively male court. In addition, Lenhard asserted that “sexual factors,” which according to his observations negatively influenced women’s soundness of mind, received too little attention in court proceedings. Based on these “experiences,” Lenhard explicitly supported calls made by criminologists Hans Gross and Gustav Aschaffenburg that court proceedings take into consideration the “gender-specific particularities” of women.

On a third level, prison officials drew on their ideas about specifically female causes of crime to develop new measures to prevent crime. Finally, on a fourth level, they demanded that prisons treat women in a manner that was “appropriate to their female nature” (*dem weiblichen Wesen angemessen*). In the debates on the effects of the prison system on women, penal officials portrayed themselves as the sole experts on the matter. Likewise regarding the issue of how best to organize penal institutions in a way that would foster rehabilitation: here, too, prison directors, prison clerics, and prison physicians claimed a unique expertise that lent them authority in professional publications or conferences. In the following section, we will briefly sketch the content of these debates, focusing on the calls for a gender-specific approach to preventing crime and the gender-specific treatment of prisoners.
In their publications, prison officials consistently called for the prison system to incorporate the specific needs of women. The aspiration to organize penal institutions according to “female needs” was not limited to Germany. Indeed, the issue was featured on the agenda of the International Prison Congress in Paris in 1895. After extensive deliberations, that Congress passed the following resolution: “I. For physical as well as moral and intellectual considerations, it is just and necessary to establish different prison regulations for men and women. II. It is necessary to construct special facilities or wards for mothers. III. It is necessary to provide dispositions in the regulations that will ease the severity of the prison system for women and that will improve their food.”

In the debates taking place in Imperial Germany, suggestions for the gender-specific treatment of women in prisons concentrated on two areas: first, on the conditions of imprisonment, and second, on measures of rehabilitation. In addition, nearly all writings reflected on the question of what preventive measures society should take to counteract female criminality. All of the suggestions rested on the assumption that men and women were of “completely different natures.” Prison director Josef Lenhard, who in 1909 published an essay on the proper organization of women’s prisons, based the authority and relevance of his arguments on a quote from the well-known criminologist and judge Hans Gross:

One of the most difficult tasks for criminologists with regard to psychology remains the evaluation of woman; not only because she is physically and psychologically something completely different than man, but also because men can never fully understand the nature [Wesen] of a woman. . . . Woman is different from man: The anatomist and the physician tell us this, as do the historian and the littérateur, the theologian and the philosopher; every layman sees it for himself. Woman is different in her appearance, her perception, her judgment, her feeling, her desire, and her achievements. Only we jurists punish a man’s deeds in the same way as a woman’s, and treat a man’s testimony the same as a woman’s.

Prison officials extended this conclusion to the prison system itself: Just as in sentencing, they claimed that women and men were currently receiving “equal treatment” in the prisons.

**Gender-Specific Effects of Punishment**

“How do women experience punishments compared to men, given the same working hours, the same food, the same amount of exercise, and the other usual conditions of imprisonment?” This was the question that the aforementioned Josef Lenhard, director of the Bruchsal prison, used to introduce the first section
of his call for reforming the treatment of women in the prison system. He, too, used the common legitimating topos of “experience.” As he put it: “My nearly twenty-five years of experience working in penal institutions for women must be seen as enough time to have gained the necessary information to answer the question posed.” Summing up, he noted: “The negative effects of imprisonment on female convicts, especially in cases of longer terms of imprisonment, are apparent even to the layman. We see a reduction in the freshness of appearance and in body weight, as well as readily apparent signs of exhaustion.” In addition, he perceived significantly different effects of imprisonment on women versus men: “According to my observations, a period of imprisonment lasting several months usually has a more severe effect on women’s health and morals than on men’s.” The prison doctor Abraham Baer also noted: “Experience shows that prison life, with its negative influences on health, holds more dangers for females than for males.” As evidence of the more severe effect of punishment on women, commentators regularly pointed to female prisoners’ higher rates of mortality and illness. Leonore Seutter, for instance, noted that in some years the rates of illness among women prisoners in Alsace-Lorraine were twice those of men, while in other years they were only 1 or 2 percent higher. Josef Lenhard, too, offered quantitative data by reporting on the rates of mortality and illness in the local women’s prison and the men’s prison. According to his figures, the annual mortality rate among male prisoners averaged 11.59 per 1,000, whereas among female prisoners it was 23.38 per 1,000. He also found a higher rate of illness among female prisoners: in the period from 1891 to 1894, the rate of illness was 30.3 male prisoners per 1,000 versus 44.5 female prisoners per 1,000.

Prison officials offered two explanations for these findings. First, they pointed to the fact that the health of the women who entered prison was generally already worse than that of male prisoners. Second, it was claimed that the food given to female prisoners had a negative impact on their health. It was too heavy and hard to digest for the female inmates because they performed their work primarily while seated. In addition, women in prison allegedly faced a psychological disadvantage. As Lenhard put it: “According to my observations, the majority of the women, whose family bonds are severed by their imprisonment, demonstrate their inborn needs for attachment, their more tender sensitivity, and their care for others, above all for their . . . children, to a much greater degree in prison than in freedom, and also differ entirely from male prisoners in this regard.” Seutter pointed to the “anomalies in menstruation and pregnancy” that frequently occurred in prison and lead to psychological “conditions of mania and depression.” Based on these arguments, reformist prison officials demanded that the future national law on prisons should reduce the amount of prison work required for women. In addition, they advocated adopting longer sleep periods and different dietary standards for female prisoners.
Rehabilitation

In the debates on reforming women’s treatment in prison, prison officials generally emphasized rehabilitation (Besserung) as the main purpose of punishment. As Josef Lenhard noted in the introduction to his study, “We may safely assume that the ultimate purpose of the prison sentence, provided for by law and imposed by the judge, is primarily to rehabilitate lawbreakers, to train them to lead a free life in the proper way in the future.”\(^{38}\) Lenhard did make some concessions to the findings of criminologists:

\[
\text{Not all prisoners can be protected from recidivism. There will always be a certain percentage who, due to recklessness, faulty upbringing, or an inborn or pathological desire, end up breaking the law [again] rather than taking the hand that offers to save them, or who are unworthy of protection because they have repeatedly abused it, rejected it and prefer the dark paths of the criminal.}\(^{39}\)
\]

Nevertheless, Lenhard held that the majority of prisoners were capable of being rehabilitated: “The vast majority of the convicted are victims who can still be saved.”\(^{40}\) That said, he stressed that women and girls were generally more receptive to rehabilitative measures than were men. As evidence he pointed to the steadily declining number of female inmates at the women’s prison of Bruchsal and to the high ratio of women who had been released early or paroled for good behavior.\(^{41}\)

Furthermore, reformers demanded that rehabilitative measures not be applied wholesale but adapted to the special conditions of each individual case; a demand that was raised not only regarding women but for the prison system as a whole. In other words, prison officials were calling for the so-called individualization of the rehabilitative measures imposed in prison, which required exact knowledge of each inmate and the individual causes of their offenses.\(^{42}\) The proper treatment of prisoners thus required criminological knowledge. The reformist officials who participated in these debates clearly viewed the female gender of an inmate as an important factor that justified, even necessitated, a specific kind of treatment.

Constructions of Female Criminality

The period from 1871 to 1914 witnessed the appearance of numerous publications on the specific nature of female criminality. These issues also comprised a significant proportion of the publications of prison officials. Although this is not the place for a comprehensive survey of gender-specific conceptions of criminality,\(^{43}\) some brief remarks are necessary because some of these constructions played a key role in prison officials’ proposals for rehabilitation measures and the prevention of women’s criminality.

As a rule, crime statistics focused on certain differences between the genders: the relatively small proportion of female prisoners; gender-specific offenses;
dissimilar age distribution; differences in the influence of marital status; and finally, different motives. Regarding age distribution, statisticians determined that men’s criminality peaked between the ages of twenty-one and twenty-five, whereas women’s criminality peaked between the ages of thirty and forty. Likewise, researchers detected a difference in the influence of marriage on criminal behavior: whereas the majority of convicted men were single, most of the female convicts were married, so that, in moral terms, marriage was said to have an elevating effect for men, but a lowering effect for women. With regard to the division of the sexes by the kind of offense, researchers noted the high proportion of men’s involvement in violent crimes such as assault, coercion, and robbery accompanied by murder. The fact that—aside from sexual offenses like prostitution and procuring—women were disproportionately involved in theft, fraud, embezzlement, and libel prompted the criminologist Gustav Aschaffenburg to conclude that “female criminality carries the characteristic of dishonesty, male crime that of brutality.”

A relatively high proportion of women were found to have committed murder and offenses against property. But criminologists emphasized that men’s and women’s motives for these crimes clearly differed. The majority of women convicted of murder were accused of infanticide. The next-largest group was comprised of those who murdered their husbands. Thus the violent crimes of women took place within their immediate social sphere and, hence, clearly differed from murders by men, which were primarily committed against persons unknown to the perpetrator. Criminologists also assigned two specifically female motives to crimes against property committed by women: first, so-called altruistic reasons for theft and fraud and second, vanity. The explanations offered for these peculiarities were inseparably bound up with gender-specific assumptions about the supposed physical and psychological characteristics of the “female sex in general.” Explaining the relatively high rate of women involved in thefts and receipt of stolen goods, Aschaffenburg asserted that these offenses suited women’s nature and way of life because women lacked the physical agility and courage for burglary. Women’s lower participation in violent crime was also attributed to women’s lesser average physical strength. According to these sorts of observations, women committed especially those crimes that reflected their nature (Wesen) and thus demanded a lesser expenditure of energy. As a result of the medicalization of the discourse on crime, experts also connected women’s propensity for crime to their sexual functions. Criminal psychologists and physicians regarded the “psychological consequences” of menstruation, pregnancy, or menopause as causes of criminal behavior and emphasized that these factors could considerably impair women’s soundness of mind.

The combination of heredity and milieu as causal factors in the explanation of crime also characterized the search for the causes of female criminality. Since the low crime rates of women were understood as a result of their broad exclusion
from employment and the public sphere, women's increased participation in public life around the end of the nineteenth century was seen as an indicator of potential criminal behavior. How participants in this discourse connected the public sphere, employment, and female criminality depended largely on their interests and positions. As a characteristic example of the lines of argument on this issue I will examine the writings of Josef Lenhard, who was one of the most forceful advocates for the reform of women's penal institutions.

Offenders Become Victims: Lenhard’s Typology of Female Inmates

Lenhard divided the prisoners in the Weiberstrafanstalt Bruchsal, the women’s prison in Bruchsal, into three categories. The criteria he used demonstrate his proximity to the modern school of criminal law. The assignment of a female prisoner to a category was not based on her criminal offense, but on her social background and on the supposed causes of her criminal behavior. The first category of female perpetrators consisted of young, single women who came from the lower classes and lived in large cities. Among these, he distinguished between those who belonged to the urban proletariat and those who had come from the countryside to the city as servant girls. As the decisive cause of the legal offenses of these women he cited the “dangers” of big-city life. Formative for the women of the “proletarian” class, according to Lenhard, were early sexual relationships, entered into “under the influence of modern-day entertainments and the unaccustomed enjoyment of alcohol, abetted also by the casual view of such sexual relationships that are, regrettably, found in broad segments of society.” The resulting pregnancies and births drove the women to social distress until the “desperate women” saw abortion or infanticide as the only way out of their situation. The same was true of women who came to the city from rural areas, who were also led to illegal acts by the “seductions of the large city.” To be able to afford “modern clothing,” for example, they robbed or defrauded their employers or colleagues.

Lenhard’s second category of female offenders was also comprised of single women. Representatives of this group, however, did not come from the lower classes but from somewhat more elevated strata of society. They were shop assistants and office clerks who had decided to pursue “the difficult path of independence.” Because these women often failed and then found themselves in the cities with no family, shelter, or means of making a living, they saw crime as their only remaining possibility.

The third category consisted of married women who, in addition to their marital and maternal duties, were also responsible for the financial support of their families. These women typically lived in so-called mismarriages, in which the husband did not carry out his family duties; beatings by a drunken husband were part of their everyday lives. Because their husbands did not provide for the
material needs of the family, female perpetrators in this category had primarily altruistic motives for the “specifically female crime” of theft.

The central explanatory trope in Lenhard’s writings on women’s criminality is the connection between urban life and crime. The women he described all moved freely in the city’s public sphere without parental protection or oversight. To be sure, the themes of pleasure seeking, the consumption of alcohol, group living quarters, bed-renting, and urban masses surfaced in discussions of male criminality as well. But the dangers of the large city were assessed differently for men than for women. In explanations of male criminality, the large city served as a synonym for the threats of alcohol and socialist agitation. For women, by contrast, the big city meant primarily “moral and ethical decline.” Of central importance to Lenhard’s further argumentation was the fact that he described female offenders as victims, calling them “seduced,” “lost,” “stranded,” or “failed.” For him, free, unbounded life in the big city posed a greater danger to women than to men because women’s weaker physical and mental constitutions were not equal to the seductions of city life or the challenges of the independence that women themselves desired.

**Specifically Female Measures of Rehabilitation**

Lenhard used his typology of female offenders to demand gender-specific rehabilitation measures as well as gender-specific crime prevention measures for women. His primary demand was to make use of the positive “moral influence” of women by hiring female prison staff and encouraging visits from women in prisoner’s aid societies. The advisability of employing female prison staff was discussed at the 1898 and 1901 meetings of the Kongress deutscher Strafanstaltsbeamter (Congress of German Prison Officials). At these conventions, at which women were absent, the importance of female staff for the rehabilitation of female inmates was consistently emphasized. The largely positive response of prison officials derived primarily from the assumption that only women could recognize and comprehend the “inner life” of their imprisoned fellow women and that only they could win their trust. Although there was agreement that female staff was absolutely necessary for women’s prisons, there were divided opinions regarding the positions that women should occupy. Prison director Gennat even advocated giving women positions as directors. The majority, however, voted for a resolution that called for filling all lower-level and only some upper-level prison staff positions with women, reserving the position of director for a man.

Prison staff members, however, were not to be the only ones who should have influence on the female prisoners. Women from prisoners’ aid societies and private welfare associations were also to be given rights of visitation. It was hoped that such visits would enable the prisons to use the influence of women from “better circles of society” to obtain offers of assistance to prisoners even before
they were released. In addition, intensive counseling of female prisoners by prison clergy would serve the important goal of providing a positive moral influence. Furthermore, the prison director was to arrange for the welfare of the prisoner after her release. Single women especially were to be reintegrated into their families. During the female prisoner’s detention, the prison staff should establish communication between the prisoner and her family and where applicable seek to achieve family reconciliation.

The establishment of a prison work program occupied only a secondary position in Lenhard’s essay. Other authors, however, emphasized this aspect, which played a central part in structuring everyday prison life. Although prison work was defined as compulsory labor, it was generally viewed as one of the most important means of education of the inmates. The goal of prison work should be to enable a prisoner, whether male or female, “to find in honest work a means of making one’s living. Three key phrases sum up the program of prison work: Prisoners should become accustomed to steady work; they must be rendered capable of hard work; and they must be taught to find joy in their work.” As was the case for male prisoners, the debate on reforming women’s prisons included the demand that prison officials find jobs for released prisoners, whether as servant girls or as seamstresses in the textile industry. Leonore Seutter, who in 1912 published a study of work in women’s prisons, demanded that prison work must “counter the flood of women into unskilled labor by providing training in an occupation.” But even Seutter, who wanted women to gain work qualifications while serving their prison sentences, advocated that women’s prison work involved the prisoners’ instruction in “specifically female” basic skills like home economics, knitting, sewing, and embroidery, the usefulness of which was assumed to be apparent for all female prisoners regardless of their social origins, background, or age. By favoring these work activities, the author concluded, women’s prisons could be transformed into “true educational institutions,” thereby “giving valuable assistance to the healing of our family life, which suffers, among other ailments, from the poor education of our women as housewives and mothers.”

The view that the causes of female criminality were gender-specific was not only used to justify the special treatment of women in prison but also to promote certain preventive measures for fighting crime. The central measure that was proposed to counteract female criminality was to restrict women’s activities to the “domestic sphere.” Thus Lenhard noted: “The concern that should take precedence over all other measures is to free women, especially mothers, from the necessity of earning money and to win them again for the performance of their natural duties: caring for the household and raising children.”

In sum, prison officials emphasized the gender-specific causes of female criminality. On this basis, they proposed crime prevention measures specifically for women. Their proposals concerning the treatment of women in penal institutions
The Treatment of Women in Imperial Germany’s Prison Regulations

How did these calls for reform relate to actual state measures affecting the treatment of women in penal institutions in Imperial Germany? According to Article 4, no. 13, of the German Reich constitution, the Reich had the right to pass a law relating to the penal system. As previously mentioned, however, while the Kaiserreich witnessed the passage of the Reich Penal Code, a Reich Law on the Organization of the Courts, and a Reich Code of Criminal Procedure, no agreement was reached on a law that would unify the prison system across the Reich. To be sure, the above-mentioned laws contained sections that directly related to the prison system: the Penal Code defined the different types of punishment, the Law on the Organization of Courts determined the place of punishment, and the Code of Criminal Procedure determined the beginning and end of punishment. Nevertheless, the concrete configuration of the prison system remained within the purview of the individual states.

The only regulations that applied throughout the Reich were the so-called “Bundesrat Guidelines” of 1897, which were to be “applied in the administration of legally imposed prison sentences until the passage of further general regulations.” These guidelines provided for the separation of prisoners serving sentences from prisoners awaiting trial; the separation of prisoners sentenced to compulsory labor (Zuchthaus), prison (Gefängnis), and jail (Haft); the separation of men from women; and the separation of juveniles from adults. Wherever possible, separate facilities or at least separate wards were to be constructed for each of these groups. Moreover, regulations were agreed upon regarding the use of single-cell versus communal imprisonment (§§ 11-16). The guidelines also addressed the issues of prison labor (§§ 17-22), food (§§ 23-24), disciplinary action (§§ 34-35), spiritual welfare (§ 28), class instruction (§ 29), and prisoner complaints (§ 39). It must be noted, however, that these guidelines possessed no
binding legal force. Instead, they must be understood as minimal demands for the penal system, and they essentially represented the least common denominator of the individual states. In addition, the Bundesrat Guidelines allowed considerable leeway for implementation, so that calls for the unification of the penal system throughout the Reich continued unabated.

The importance of these guidelines for Imperial Germany’s prisons must therefore not be overestimated. Nevertheless, they demonstrate that the detention of women in separate institutions as well as the supervision of female inmates by exclusively female staff were among the aspects of the penal system that met with a general consensus. The guidelines’ section on “Accommodation” stipulated: “As a rule, female prisoners are housed in special institutions (wards). Where this is not possible, the necessary measures shall be taken to prevent any contact between female and male prisoners. For the supervision of female prisoners, large institutions shall use female guards exclusively, smaller institutions shall use female guards as much as possible.”

As noted above, the concrete configuration and administration of the prisons remained the affair of the individual states. Therefore, between 1871 and 1914, German prisons were governed by more than sixty different sets of regulations. As the regulations for Prussia demonstrate, the policies of separate facilities for women and the use of female staff to supervise female inmates were indeed implemented at the state level. In 1902 the Prussian Interior Ministry issued a unified set of regulations for the prisons under its administration. They, too, stipulated the detention of women in separate institutions. Moreover, Article 82 of these regulations required the construction of separate wards in those institutions to which both male and female prisoners were admitted and mandated that “every interaction between prisoners of the opposite sex” was to be prevented. Regarding the hiring of staff, Article 42 noted: “For guarding and supervising female prisoners, only female staff—house mothers, supervisors, forewomen, and attendants—may be used.”

The separation of the sexes was not an innovative provision, but had been considered essential from the initial institutionalization of modern prisons at the turn from the eighteenth to the nineteenth century. As early as the end of the eighteenth century, the prison reformers John Howard, Eberhard Waechter, Heinrich Balthasar Wagnitz, and Albrecht H. von Arnim had called for separate accommodations for men and women in their writings. Though these authors still favored the construction of gender-segregated wards within a single institution, in 1829 Nikolaus Heinrich Julius advocated the option of constructing separate institutions for each sex. And by the 1840s, the single-sex penal institution was considered the only advisable option. Women’s prisons did not remain theoretical constructs in programmatic writings. In Baden as well as in Prussia, the first women-only penal institutions were established in the late 1830s. While the women’s prison in Bruchsal remained the only women’s prison in Baden until the
end of the nineteenth century, in Prussia a whole series of new women’s prisons were established, especially between 1850 and 1860. The women’s prison was therefore not a new phenomenon of the late nineteenth century. Neither was the employment of female staff in women’s prisons, which can also be traced back to the early nineteenth century. In Baden, the exclusive supervision of female prisoners by female staff was decreed in 1838. Prussia followed in 1842.

Thus the content of the 1897 Bundesrat Guidelines regarding the treatment of women in prisons was not new, but could be taken from older regulations. Nevertheless, a clear change can be seen in the time period between 1871 and 1914. The increasing importance of the issue of women’s treatment in the penal system was reflected not only in the reform debates but also in the actions of state administrations, which began to criticize its past neglect, which had meant that in Prussia, for instance, the official guidelines had been implemented only to a very limited extent. This was the case, first and foremost, for the hiring of female staff. Looking back in 1901, Karl Krohne, the division head responsible for the prison system in the Prussian Ministry of the Interior, described the situation of women’s prisons in the 1860s thus: “All that was accomplished was that, when the number of prisons was increased, a complete separation of female from male prisoners was achieved by means of the construction of special women’s prisons. The requirement that in female institutions, except for the warden, only female staff should be used for supervision, was not implemented. Upper- and even lower-level male staff were hired.” Between 1871 and 1914, prison officials sought to change this state of affairs and pushed the hiring of female staff very hard. The new women-only hiring effort affected not only the lower-level positions, but also higher-level prison staff positions such as teachers and accountants. Around the turn of the century, Prussia was the first state in the German Reich to try out the appointment of “female supervisors” (Oberinnen) to head women’s institutions, whose functions were equivalent to those of the prison directors (Strafanstaltsdirektoren) of male prisons.

Although reformist prison officials could feel vindicated by these measures introduced not only in Prussia but also in other German states, they also observed dangerous tendencies to be resisted. With the exception of the detention of female inmates in separate women’s prisons and the hiring of female staff, they discerned a tendency to equalize the treatment of male and female inmates, which ran counter to their own desire for a penal system that was adapted to supposedly gender-specific traits. As we shall see, there were some indications that their assessment was correct and that the measures introduced by the Prussian Ministry of the Interior, for instance, were indeed moving in the direction of equal treatment of women and men.

The reform of the Prussian prison system did result in the sexes being separated for the most part, at least in the larger institutions. However, by the turn of the century, women’s prisons still did not meet contemporary standards of a
“modern penal system.” Karl Krohne summed up the situation in 1901: “Unfortunately, we have neglected the facilities for female prisoners in a most irresponsible manner. We have the best cellular prisons for men, but have locked up all the women—young and old, rotten to the core and less bad—together without any consideration for their individuality, and have therefore let them morally corrupt one another.” From the turn of the century, the increasing importance ascribed to the treatment of women convinced the Prussian Ministry of the Interior to construct new buildings for women’s prisons. These new facilities were identical to men’s prisons both in their construction and in their system of imprisonment. The same was true for the prison regulations that structured daily life in the institution. In the course of imposing uniformity on the Prussian prison system, the Interior Ministry decided that the new prison regulations (Hausordnung) of the Moabit prison in Berlin should serve as the model to be followed in revising the regulations of the other prisons. The Moabit prison was designated exclusively for men, and its regulations therefore conceived for a men’s prison, which was clear from their very first sentence: “You are now an imprisoned man!” What was a women’s prison to do with this text? The women’s prison Siegburg-Brückberg rendered the introduction as follows: “You are now imprisoned!” The daily routine laid out in regulations of the women’s prisons was identical to that of men’s prisons. Variations in the texts of these regulations were almost exclusively linguistic ones, involving the adaptation of the grammatical gender to the gender of the delinquents.

The inclusion of women’s prisons in the process of state reform amounted to an adaptation of women’s prisons to the standards and norms of the men’s penal system. Prison officials therefore saw their demands for a reform of women’s prisons system only partially met. Nevertheless, the significance of their demands should not be underestimated. Although prison officials’ reformist publications contained little potential for innovation in the way of concrete suggestions for the organization of women’s prisons, they did offer a new sense of meaning for these measures. In the Kaiserreich, therefore, it was not the content of the proposals—for example, for separate women’s prisons and female staff—that was new, but the fact that these concrete proposals were connected to a general demand that female prisoners be treated in a manner consistent with “female needs.”

In the early prison reform publications around 1800 and in the German Gefängniskunde (penology) literature of the first half of the nineteenth century, the separation of the sexes and the exclusive supervision of female prisoners by women were understood primarily as disciplinary strategies. These measures were considered necessary to maintain order and discipline in the institutions, which included establishing the prisons as a sphere free of sexuality. The decision-making of the state administrations that constructed the first women’s prisons in the 1830s reveals that the crucial impetus had nothing to with creating a gender-specific women’s penal system. Up to the 1850s, the establishment of women’s prisons
consistently served the goal of maintaining separate men’s prisons. The creation of women’s prisons was considered an appropriate strategy for implementing the separation of the sexes for both men’s and women’s penal institutions. In addition, the removal of female prisoners was designed to relieve the overcrowding of existing prisons. Moreover, the responsible ministries viewed separate prisons for the two sexes as an effective means of making the prison system more effective and more economical. Whereas the establishment of gender-specific wards within a single institution meant doubling the amount of space required—for example, due to the necessity of providing separate classrooms, dining rooms, work areas, and so on for male and female prisoners—it was possible to avoid this by having only one sex present in the institution. Thus the establishment of separate women’s prisons in the first half of the nineteenth century was not at all connected to the notion that women should receive gender-specific treatment in the penal system. Thus the Badenese state councilor Lamey, for example, commented on the creation of the Women’s Prison at Bruchsal in 1838 with the words: “There is no reason to follow special principles in the punishment of women.”

In this regard, the Kaiserreich’s reform debate reflected a clear change in how the proper treatment of women in the penal system was viewed. The reformist prison officials’ demands rested on the conviction that the penal system’s treatment of women required specificity and must take “special female needs” into account. They insisted that the penal system’s treatment of women must follow special principles, which, moreover, ought to be set down in a federal law on prisons that would make them visible to the public. Programmatic demands, such as detaining women in separate penal institutions and employing female staff to supervise them, which were as old as the penal institutions themselves, were given new meanings. Now, these demands were no longer exclusively seen as disciplinary strategies and pragmatic structural measures used to streamline the penal system, but as the necessary preconditions to meeting the supposed “special needs” of the female sex. The success of this new set of meanings can be seen in numerous handbooks and other works on the prison system published long into the twentieth century.

Conclusion

In Imperial Germany, the proper organization of the penal system became a topic that received attention from many quarters. The discussions regarding a Reichsstrafvollzugsgesetz that would create uniform standards for prisons throughout the Reich, the establishment of criminology as a field of research, and the formation of a powerful penal reform movement all made prisons more important as sites of “scientific discovery” and tools in the “fight against crime.” In the course of these developments, the treatment of women in the penal system
also attracted more interest. The resulting calls for reform were primarily articulated by prison officials. This chapter has examined the arguments advanced by a group of prisons officials who were significant participants in the debate and were closely associated with the “modern school” of criminal law.

The starting point for their reform arguments was the assumption that women and men were “completely different in nature” (wesensverschieden). The contemporary organization of penal institutions, they maintained, did not take account of this fact at all. On the contrary, the organization of men’s and women’s prisons was described as identical, which reformers interpreted as leading to a clear disadvantage for women. Instead, reformist prison officials demanded that the conditions of women’s detention must take into account the physical and psychological “peculiarities” of women and that rehabilitation measures, too, must reflect “specifically female” needs. They emphasized rehabilitation as the primary purpose of punishment and assumed that “criminological knowledge” was essential to achieving this goal. Their demands were based on typologies of “female criminality” or of the female inmates of their institutions.

As we saw, the concrete reform demands contained little that was innovative. Some of the measures that were demanded had been recognized as pillars of an effective penal system since modern prisons were established in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century; others had already been implemented during the Kaiserreich in the form of valid normative guidelines. The transformation reflected in Imperial Germany’s reform debates has less to do with the organization of women’s penal institutions than with the meaning that was ascribed to the penal system’s treatment of women. Thus, what was new was not the content of the demands but their connection to a treatment of women that would reflect “special female needs.” We should note that the question whether the actual conditions of imprisonment for men and women were in fact as similar as the reformers claimed can only be answered by detailed comparative research on men’s and women’s prisons that falls outside the scope of this chapter.86

I would like to close with the question of what symbolic function the demand to inscribe special considerations for women in a Reich law on prisons fulfilled. Here we should note the descriptions of female offenders as victims, which formed a considerable component of the reformist argumentation. The characterization of reforms as “measures of protection and welfare” was consistently justified by reference to the physically and psychologically weaker constitution of women, which made them seem less suited for public life and employment than were men. For the same reason, the return of women to the domestic sphere was repeatedly advocated as a central means of preventing crime. At the same time, it should not be overlooked that the reformers viewed the employment of women as necessary in certain cases. Likewise, many demands of the women’s movement were recognized as justified; and its calls for the professionalization of female occupations were in fact promoted by the demand for female supervisory staff in women’s
prisons. However, the argumentation also clearly reveals that there were to be limits to women’s changing position in society. Changes were acceptable only as long as they did not endanger the gender order itself. The demand for the special treatment of women in criminal law and in the prison system can thus also be interpreted as a means of normalizing and stabilizing the gender hierarchy.87
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